
soakepools.com

Small Pools. Big Benefits.



Beautiful, 
Customizable 
Appearance
With their sleek design and materials 
inspired by nature, Soake Pools blend 
seamlessly with the beauty of any 
outdoor space and add a design focal 
point. Plus, Soake Pools offers a variety 
of custom tile choices for the inside of 
your pool, and any exposed outer walls 
can be finished by local landscaper or 
pool builder with stone, slate, tile, or 
any material you choose—for just the 
look you want.

Soake Pools can be installed at any 
level: flush with grade, partially raised, 
or fully above ground. 
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America’s Original  
Plunge Pool
Soake® Pools is a family-owned-and-operated 
business, located in the heart of New England. Since 
2014, we’ve been manufacturing Soake Pools with 
an unwavering attention to detail and quality, and the 
personal touch our customers deserve.

We first fell in love with plunge pools while traveling 
on vacation, and knew immediately that we wanted to 
bring this bit of luxury to our home. However, we soon 
discovered that there was no affordable, high-quality 
option for plunge pools in our area. So we developed 
our own manufacturing process, designed to meet the 
rigors of harsh winter climates.

Today, we proudly offer our revolutionary pre-cast 
pools to all those seeking the many benefits of plunge 
pools—and a spa-like experience in their own backyard. 
We deliver all over the US. 

Start designing yours today!

- Karen & Brian Larson, Co-Founders



Calm, Relaxing,  
Therapeutic Water
Soake Pools provide a calm Zen-like experience. Relax in quiet, hot 
steamy still water in the winter or chill out in a cold plunge in warmer 
weather. Think back to the days of The Roman Baths and recreate that 
same experience right in your own backyard, all year long.

Quick & Easy 
Installation
Soake Pools are revolutionary, 
space-saving pools that combine 
the best of a pool and a hot tub, 
install in just days, and provide 
year-round enjoyment. 

Our highly engineered pools are 
precast from the highest quality 
concrete in one monolithic pour in 
an NPCA certified plant. They are 
delivered to your property fully 
finished on the inside, and ready 
for quick installation, shortening 
on-site build time, and saving you 
time and money.
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Easy Maintenance, Efficiency 
& Access from Anywhere
Soake Pools’ smaller size and limited chemical requirements make 
them easier and less expensive to maintain, and are the clear 
environmentally-friendly choice. Variable speed pumps provide 
efficiency and energy savings. Our insulation package keeps the heat 
in during cold months, and keeps the heat out during hot weather. 
Automation provides easy access to your pool’s system from 
anywhere in the world.

Year-Round 
Enjoyment
Soake Pools are cool in the 
summer and warm in the winter, 
providing year-round enjoyment. 
It’s like having a pool and hot tub 
in one! The seasons can be short, 
especially in the north.

Why not invest in a pool that you 
can enjoy all twelve months of 
the year? 
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Expand Your 
Living Space to 
the Outdoors
Transform any size yard into an 
outdoor living room and spend more 
time outside. Soake Pools fit into 
any landscape design, whether it is 
a large or a small area. Our modest 
price point consumes less of your 
budget, leaving more to spend on 
additional features, like firepits and 
outdoor kitchens.

Soake Pools Gives Back
We believe we have a social responsibility to give 
back. Soake Pools donates a portion of every pool 
sale to Water.org. Water.org is a global nonprofit 
organization working to bring water and sanitation to the 
world. Today 785 million people—1 in 9—lack access to 
safe water at home.

Water.org helps people get access to safe water and 
sanitation through affordable financing, such as small 
loans. Their goal is to empower people in need with 
these life-changing resources—giving women and 
children hope, communities health, and families a  
bright future.



Covers  We offer three cover 
choices that meet the ASTM F-1346 

safety code.

Bench  Choose your 
interior step choice from these 

elegant options.

Surround seating for 7’x7’ only

13’ x 7’
3200 gallons

10’ x 6’
2100 gallons

8’9” x 5’
1600 gallons

7’ x 7’
1000 gallons

Size  Select the size that fits your needs and design best.

Tile  We make each pool to order. Select your interior tile. 50+ choices available.

Multi-step option for 7’x13’ only



Equipment 
Every Soake Pool comes with a state-of-the-art Jandy equipment system 

that includes automation, variable speed pump, cartridge filter, salt 
chlorine generator and LED color changing light. Heaters optional. 

Our clients can control their pools from their smart phones from anywhere!

Waterfalls  Add movement and sound to your Soake Pool with a waterfall.



White/Ivory Tiles
Ex. Aspire Blanc, Dignitary Luminary 
White, Delegate Off-White,  
Creativo Ivory

Medium Grey Tiles
Ex. Diplomacy Light Grey, Diplomacy 
Medium Grey, Aspire Gris, Delegate 
Light Grey, Creativo Greige, 
Ambassdor Jet Setter Dusk



Dark Grey Tiles
Ex. Delegate Dark Grey, 
Creativo Carbon, Ambassador 
Voyager Black, River Marble 
Smoky River, Aspire Plomb

Black Tiles
Ex. Diplomacy Dark Grey, 
Delegate Black, Dignitary 
Governor Black, Aspire Noir





Soake® Pools are 
revolutionary, space-saving 
pools that combine the best 

of a pool and a hot tub, install 
in just days, and provide 
year-round enjoyment.
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